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Publication Description 
Africa Energy Intelligence Africa Energy Intelligence covers all energy matters in Africa: oil, gas, electricity, strategy, funding, 

legislation and politics. Africa Energy Intelligence, which succeeds Africa Energy & Mining, offers its 
subscribers a wide range of independent, fresh and reliable news on the energy industry (oil, gas and 
power) in Africa. To monitor the progress of projects in government offices, identify the real local  and 
regional political decision makers, watch companies short-listed for contracts and follow last- minute 
bargaining with donors, Africa Energy Intelligence keeps its ear to the ground concerning the political, 
economic and diplomatic environment of energy projects and the intentions of domestic and foreign 
corporations. 

Africa Energy Intelligence - Edition 
Française 

Africa Energy Intelligence - Edition Française, which succeeds "La Lettre Afrique Energies", offers its 
subscribers a wide range of independent, fresh and reliable news on the energy industry (oil, gas and 
power) in Africa. To monitor the progress of projects in government offices, identify the real local and 
regional political decision-makers, watch companies short-listed for contracts and follow last-minute 
bargaining with donors, "Africa Energy Intelligence - Edition Française" keeps its ear to the ground 
concerning the political, economic and diplomatic environment of energy projects and the intentions 
of domestic and foreign corporations. 

Africa Mining Intelligence - Edition 
Française 

Africa Mining Intelligence - covers the entire mining industry in Africa, including:  contracts, projects, 
prices,  markets, politics It provides unique insight into emerging projects, legal disputes, the strategy 
of big mining groups and other players in the African mining sector. In order to monitor the progress 
of projects in government offices, identify the real local & regional political decision-makers, watch 
companies short-listed for contracts and follow last-minute bargaining with donors, "Africa Mining 
Intelligence - Edition Française" keeps its ear to the ground concerning the political, economic and 
diplomatic environment of energy projects and the intentions of domestic and foreign corporations. 
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Publication Description 

ASAPII Publications - Energy The ASAPII file contains selected full-text documents from the following databases produced by 
Information Access Company including Computer, Magazine, Health, Periodicals, Trade and Industry. 

Australian Bureau of Statistics; 
Environment & Energy, 
Environment 

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) produces statistics on a wide range of environment and 
energy related activities. The ABS Centre for Environment and Energy Statistics (CEES) seeks to 
complement and add value to existing statistical activity through active partnerships with key 
agencies, including the States and Territories. 

Australian Bureau of Statistics; 
Industry, Manufacturing Statistics 
(Energy & Commodity Production) 

The Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) defines manufacturing as, 
"the physical or chemical transformation of materials or components into new products, whether the 
work is performed by machinery or by hand". This includes activities undertaken by a manufacturing 
business that are not in themselves manufacturing activities (e.g. repair or installation of goods 
produced, administration). This view of manufacturing measures all of the activities of only those 
organizations whose principal activity is manufacturing. The manufacturing activities undertaken by 
private individuals or organizations whose principal activity is not manufacturing are excluded from the 
ANZSIC definition. 

  
BMI Americas Oil and Gas Insights The Oil and Gas Insights series provides analysis, forecasts and company profiles on a country-by- 

country basis, covering the key trends affecting global oil and gas markets. Split into five regional 
publications covering Asia, Western Europe, Central & Eastern Europe, the Middle East & Africa and 
the Americas - the Insights examine the implications of global and region-wide trends at a regional, 
market-specific and company level. The Insights feature by-market forecasts, projecting how current 
trends will influence industry sales and consumption patterns in the future, as well as company 
analysis, designed to provide a better understanding of a market's competitive landscape. 

BMI Asia Pacific Oil and Gas Insights The Oil and Gas Insights series provides analysis, forecasts and company profiles on a country-by- 
country basis, covering the key trends affecting global oil and gas markets. Split into five regional 
publications covering Asia, Western Europe, Central & Eastern Europe, the Middle East & Africa and 
the Americas - the Insights examine the implications of global and region-wide trends at a regional, 
market-specific and company level. The Insights feature by-market forecasts, projecting how current 
trends will influence industry sales and consumption patterns in the future, as well as company 
analysis, designed to provide a better understanding of a market's competitive landscape. 

BMI Emerging Europe Oil and 
Gas Insights 

The Oil and Gas Insights series provides analysis, forecasts and company profiles on a country-by- 
country basis, covering the key trends affecting global oil and gas markets. Split into five regional 
publications covering Asia, Western Europe, Central & Eastern Europe, the Middle East & Africa and 
the Americas - the Insights examine the implications of global and region-wide trends at a regional, 
market-specific and company level. The Insights feature by-market forecasts, projecting how current 
trends will influence industry sales and consumption patterns in the future, as well as company 
analysis, designed to provide a better understanding of a market's competitive landscape. 

BMI Middle East and Africa Oil and Gas 
Insights  

The Oil and Gas Insights series provides analysis, forecasts and company profiles on a country-by- 
country basis, covering the key trends affecting global oil and gas markets. Split into five regional 
publications covering Asia, Western Europe, Central & Eastern Europe, the Middle East & Africa and the 
Americas—the Insights examine the implications of global and region-wide trends at a regional, market-
specific and company level. The Insights feature by-market forecasts, projecting how current trends will 
influence industry sales and consumption patterns in the future, as well as company analysis, designed 
to provide a better understanding of a market’s competitive landscape. 
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Publication Description 
BMI Oil & Gas Report Business Monitor International's Industry Reports provide unparalleled analysis of global industries and 

research on leading companies in Emerging Markets. They cover all key global developments 
influencing company strategy, including country, regional and global supply and demand dynamics. 
BMI's Reports contain business-focused analytical content which enables analysts, economists and 
senior management to plan company strategy, manage risks and identify new opportunities for specific 
country markets. Each report features BMI's independent 10-year forecasts for oil and gas and LNG, 
covering all major indicators including reserves, production, consumption, refining capacity, prices, 
export volumes and values. Industry trends and prospects are analyzed, as well as multinational and 
national companies, and changes in the regulatory environment. 

  
BMI Power Report Business Monitor International's Industry Reports provide unparalleled analysis of global industries and 

research on leading companies in Emerging Markets. They cover all key global developments 
influencing company strategy, including country, regional and global supply and demand dynamics. 
BMI's Reports contain business-focused analytical content which enables analysts, economists and 
senior management to plan company strategy, manage risks and identify new opportunities for specific 
country markets. Each report features BMI's market assessment and independent 10-year forecasts 
covering electricity generation by fuel - gas, coal, oil, nuclear, hydro and renewables- plus consumption, 
trade, generation costs and transmission. The impact of regulatory changes, recent developments and 
the background macroeconomic outlook are analyzed, and competitive landscapes are provided 
comparing multinational and national operators by sales, market share, investments, projects, partners 
and expansion strategies.  

BMI Renewables Report The BMI Renewables Report researched at source contains BMI Research's assessment of the current 
renewables market in each of the countries covered. The report also contains historical data 
together with forecasts covering electricity generation (TWh) and electricity capacity (MW). The 
renewables sectors covered include Wind, Solar, Geothermal, Tidal and Wave, and Biomass. The 
report also features details on government green energy agendas and funding opportunities, as well 
as presenting a detailed list of key renewables projects currently being planned or undertaken, their 
capacity, the timeframe of construction and their current status. The report discusses the various 
energy policies currently in force, including targets, subsidies and the relevant infrastructure 
developments or limitations which might impact on renewables growth, analyzing the potential 
effects of regulatory changes in conjunction with the background macroeconomic outlook. Finally, 
there is a general overview of the competitive landscape, together with a detailed summary of the 
main utilities and manufacturers present and their business operations. 

BMI Water Report The BMI Water Report has been researched at source and features latest-available data covering 
public and private sector investment in all major water projects including water extraction, water 
distribution and water treatment and sanitation projects and also includes competitive intelligence. 
The report features BMI Research's independent industry forecasts and analysis of latest industry 
news, trends and regulatory developments across the countries covered. BMI's Water Report 
provides industry professionals and strategists, sector analysts, business investors, trade 
associations and regulatory bodies with independent forecasts and competitive intelligence on the 
water industry in each country. Coverage BMI Industry View: Summary of BMI's key industry 
forecasts, views and trend analysis covering regulatory changes, major investments and projects 
and significant national and multinational company developments. 

BMI Western Europe Oil and Gas 
Insights 

  

The Oil and Gas Insights series provides analysis, forecasts and company profiles on a country-by- 
country basis, covering the key trends affecting global oil and gas markets. Split into five regional 
publications covering Asia, Western Europe, Central & Eastern Europe, the Middle East & Africa 
and the Americas—the Insights examine the implications of global and region-wide trends at a 
regional, market-specific and company level. 

California Energy & Climate Report California Energy & Climate Report is a subscription-based weekly emailed newsletter covering 
the development of greenhouse gas regulations and the renewables and clean-energy revolution 
taking place in California. Tapping the editorial excellence of Inside Cal/EPA and InsideEPA.com, 
our new California Energy & Climate Report keeps readers up to speed on the emerging 
regulations and policies that are setting the pace for the rest of the country. 
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Publication Description 
CEE Energy NewsWatch Today A newsletter produced daily, highlighting the industry oriented stories that energy traders and other 

industry practitioners with a Central and Eastern European mandate need to know. 
 
    Clean Energy Report Clean Energy Report is a brand-new cutting edge news service focused on the regulatory, legislative and 
court decisions that foster the clean energy economy and shape EPA's controls on greenhouse gas 
emissions. The failure of Congress to pass cap-and-trade legislation has prompted a major shift in policies 
to promote low-carbon energy sources. Clean Energy Report delivers the inside story on this emerging 
strategy. Clean Energy Report is specially designed to get our readers to the next level of news analysis 
and action-ready participation in the seminal challenge facing the energy industry as a result of the new 
environmental policies that regulate it. 

Coal Industry News Stories The Coal Industry News group file contains cover-to-cover news sources where more than 60% 
of the stories from the sources pertain to the coal industry and selected coal industry stories 
from other news sources. 

Daily Oil Bulletin 
  

Daily Oil Bulletin is Canada's best-known and most-used oil patch publication. The Daily Oil Bulletin 
has been serving readers since 1937. Every day readers get breaking news stories, analysis of oil patch 
trends, activity snapshots, interviews with corporate leaders, reports on exploratory successes and 
failures, new well locations, feature stories on new technologies and much more. 

  
E&E News PM The E&E News PM contains a roundup of all the breaking and developing energy and environmental 

policy news from Capitol Hill, around the country and around the world. 
  

EI Finance International Petroleum Finance takes a broad geographical approach with EI Finance, tracking the 
relationship between energy and money globally, while offering insightful analysis on corporate 
strategies, industry restructuring, mergers and acquisitions, equity markets, and financial product 
innovations. 

Electric Light & Power Electric Light & Power is a monthly news magazine serving management, engineering, operating and 
purchasing personnel in U.S. electric utilities, and the consultants serving these electric utilities. Every 
issue provides up-to-date coverage of major developments and events of interest to electric utility 
executives and engineers. Each year the "Top 100 Utilities" are covered, with a focus on financial 
ratings in the June issue and a focus on performance ratings in the August issue. In November's issue, 
EL&P reports on the Utility of the Year. Also check EL&P's coverage on the major utilities spending plans 
in the January issue. In addition, EL&P will publish more than a dozen Focus Reports on developing 
technologies during the year. 

Electrical Construction & Maintenance Each month, EC&M shows readers the latest techniques for designing, installing and maintaining 
electrical distribution, control and low-voltage wiring systems.  

  Electrical Monitor Electric Monitor captures the investment-related dynamics of India's electricity sector including non-
conventional T & D. 

Energie & Management Energie & Management and Marktplatz Energie turns to the commercial and technical 
management of power suppliers, industrial energy producers as well as large energy consumers. 
Energie & Management informs the energy economy and political federations about national and 
international market tendencies with the production and distribution of energy. Through 
interviews, reports and background reports the newspaper is an opinion-forming medium in all 
ranges of the energy industry, energy engineering and the energy trade. powernews.org is the 
comprehensive news service for decision makers in the European energy industry. 
powernews.org delivers information on the European energy world - independently, critically and 
competently. From general news about the industry over to economic and political background 
news up to current technical developments. 
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Publication Description 
Energy and Power Energy and Power is a fortnightly magazine which deals with the news of energy and power sector in 

Bangladesh. The magazine emphasizes on all the issues with respect to the development within the 
energy sector. It is useful for the policy makers and assists them in analyzing the development of the 
energy sector within the economy. It also includes the web publications for this title. 

  Energy and Public Utility News Stories, 
Current 

 
 

The Current Energy News group file contains cover-to-cover news sources that have a publication date 
2 years old or less where more than 60% of the stories from the sources pertain to Energy and Public 
Utilities and selected stories about Energy and Utilities from other news sources. 

Energy and Utility Agency News Stories The Energy and Utility Agency News group file contains cover-to-cover news sources where more than 
60% of the stories from the sources pertain to the energy or utility-related regulatory agencies and 
selected energy and utility agency stories from other news sources. 

Energy and Utility Archive News The Energy and Utility Archive News group file contains cover-to-cover news sources that have a 
publication date over 2 years old where more than 60% of the stories from the sources pertain to 
Energy and Energy-related Public Utilities and selected stories about Energy and related Utilities from 
other news sources. 

Energy and Utility News Stories The Energy and Utility News group file contains cover-to-cover news sources where more than 60% 
of the stories from the sources pertain to Energy and energy-related utilities and selected stories 
about Energy and Utilities from other news sources. 

Energy and Utility Stories The energy and utility file contains industry and trade news. 

Energy Bangla (Bangladesh) Energy Bangla is news portal that provides information on energy sector of Bangladesh 

Energy Compass Energy Compass is the primary source of timely intelligence on the interrelated political and 
commercial risks to which oil companies are exposed. Truly global in scope, it is concerned with the 
personalities and processes at work in the corridors of power. Investigates thoroughly how current 
events affect the oil industry, and how the oil industry is, in turn, shaping the politics of the day. Energy 
Compass provides early warning of the political, religious, military, ethical, and economic 
developments that pose risks to the activities of oil companies in any country in the world. At the same 
time, it draws the attention of those in the political sphere to industry events and trends that bear on 
the political decision-making process. 

 Energy Future The Solar Quarterly provides the latest research and initiatives on solar energy and its applications. 

Energy Intelligence Briefing Energy Intelligence Briefing offers rapid analysis of unfolding events and key market indicators of 
importance to your business. It delivers high-quality analysis and perspective of the most important 
breaking news. Unlike traditional real-time news services, EIB takes readers behind the headlines, 
analyzing what key events mean to the energy industry and, potentially, to their bottom line as they 
are happening. EIB gives readers what they really need to know, when they need to know it, to help 
them make informed, profitable decisions. 

Energy Intelligence Pubs This file contains newsletters published by Energy Intelligence Group, Inc. Publications included 
in this file are cover-to-cover. 

Energy Law Journal The Energy Law Journal, published by The Energy Bar Association, has become a preeminent energy 
publication, providing thought-provoking and deeply researched articles by practitioners, 
internationally known academics, Federal judges, high ranking government officials, and members of 
FERC. The Journal has often been cited by Federal Courts, law review articles, energy industry 
speakers, and the FERC. The Journal publishes legal, policy, and economic articles of lasting interest 
with significant research value on subjects dealing with the energy industries. 
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Publication Description 
Energy Monitor Worldwide 
  

  Energy Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication covering energy news and 
developments from worldwide jurisdictions. Energy Monitor Worldwide covers the petroleum industry, 
including oil companies, petroleum refiners, fuel transport and end-user sales at gas stations; the gas 
industry, including natural gas extraction, and coal gas manufacture, as well as distribution and sales; 
the electrical power industry, including electricity generation, electric power distribution and sales; the 
coal industry; the nuclear power industry; and the renewable energy industry, comprising alternative 
energy and sustainable energy companies, including those involved in hydroelectric power, wind power, 
and solar power generation, and the manufacture, distribution and sale of alternative fuels. 

Energy Next Energy Next is a single point reference for all matters related to the renewable energy sector in India 
and abroad. Energy Next has a unique mix of content with interviews, analyses, market- based 
features, policy guidelines and initiatives, news and comments. It is a platform for government 
functionaries, civil society partners and private sector leaders to discuss the opportunities and 
challenges of a global, rapid deployment of renewable energy. 

 Energy Processing Canada Energy Processing Canada is written and edited for the hydrocarbons processing related 
industries and devotes its entire energies to presenting the changing technology in these fields, 
and to the promotion and well-being of this phase of the petroleum marketplace. 

Energy Update Energy Update is a monthly magazine that focuses on developments in the energy sector, of particular 
interest to Pakistan. It is also covering developments in the alternate energy, especially CNG/NGV. The 
magazine also promotes energy events through some promotional activities and media coverage in the 
country.  

EnergyWashington Week A biweekly newsletter, (formerly Electric Power Alert) specializing in how national public policy 
affects the electric power industry. Our editors provide investigative business news reporting on 
the restructuring of the bulk power market, the policies affecting new sources of electric 
generation, the effect of state regulation, and the development of environmental policies affecting 
generators. Our editors are unmatched in covering Capitol Hill and Washington, DC regulators. 

Enewsletter Environment 
Magazine Déchets 

Enewsletter Environment Magazine Déchets is a weekly web publication that contains information 
on understanding the pathways following the life cycle of sorting treatment and finding any 
changes on household and industrial waste. 

  
Enewsletter Environment Magazine 
Energie 

A web publication providing technical information, accompanied by references and contacts, on the 
environment. It is intended for research and technical directors, engineers and other professionals 
who need to follow the technologies and evolutions in the environmental sector. 

Engineered Systems 
 

Engineered Systems (ES) Magazine provides smart, sustainable solutions for mechanical engineering 
projects. Whether it's a renovation or new construction, ES delivers new ideas to help commercial, 
institutional, industrial, and government buildings achieve LEED and Energy Star certification. 

Environment and Energy Daily E & E Daily is the leading source of information for people who track environmental and energy action in 
Congress. The Daily covers everything that happens on Capitol Hill that relates to environmental and 
energy policy, including: hearings, markups, bill introductions, floor actions, positions of key legislators 
and interest groups and more. 

European Daily Electricity Markets EDEM is the leading publication for the fast-developing European power markets. Launched in 1997, 
EDEM includes daily price assessments, breaking news, market reports and statistics. EDEM has 
established itself as the publication of choice for professionals who need to stay connected. 

European Gas Markets EGM is the leading publication for professionals in the European natural gas industry. Twice a month 
it gives unrivalled insight into the commerce and politics of one of the world's most dynamic and 
fastest growing industries 
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Publication Description 
 European Spot Gas Markets ESGM is the foremost daily gas market report for the European gas markets. Launched in 1995, it was the 

first publication to report gas trading in Europe and is extensively used as the basis for pricing and supply 
contracts. It is widely respected among gas market professionals as the most authoritative and accurate 
source of market prices and industry news 

 Europolitics Energie (Français) The policy and regulations applied to all energies: renewable oil, nuclear power, gases, energies, etc. With 
statistics, activities of the companies and professional bodies, research programs. Now merged with 
Europolitics (French). 

 Forecourt Trader Forecourt Trader is the market-leading monthly magazine dedicated to the fuel retailing sector, 
containing news, views and in-depth features on the major issues of the day, as well as the latest 
information on products, promotions and equipment. 

 Global IP News. Energy Patent News Global IP News Oil & Gas Patent News is a daily newswire service covering the latest developments in the 
global petrochemical industry. It covers patents from more than 70 countries across the world. 

Global IP News. Oil & Gas Patent News Oil & Gas Patent News is a daily newswire that delivers patent information on oil pipelines, seismic 
survey, exploration drilling instrument, onshore and offshore oil exploration. Patent related to 
exploration drilling, oilfield equipment, petroleum, petrochemical products, systems and services are also 
available. 

Global IP News. Petrochemicals Patent 
News 

Petrochemical Patent News is a committed daily newswire service covering latest developments in the 
global petrochemical industry. It covers patents from more than 70 countries across the world. 

Government Publications & Documents       
Energy Stories 

The Government Publications & Documents database contains the full text of publications issued by 
various government agencies and offices. 

Greentechlead.com Greentechlead.com is the single online news platform covering all green technology aspects. It focuses on 
green technologies such as wind, solar, biogas, e-vehicles and smart grid as well as water management, 
clean energy and recycling. 

Gulf Oil & Gas Gulf Oil & Gas is a specialized e-marketplace focusing on the Oil & Gas industry in the Eastern Hemisphere 
and provides news, project information and Business related information to executives and professionals. 

Hart Energy Publications Hart Energy Publications includes award-winning publications around the oil & gas industry with insightful 
information about  business opportunities, finding capital, managing risk, trends and technology as well 
as forward-thinking analysis. 

Heren Energy Pubs  Heren Energy Pubs contains energy related newsletters published by Heren Energy Ltd. Publications 
include European Daily Electricity Markets, European Spot Gas Markets and European Gas Markets. 

Hydrocarbon  Processing Hydrocarbon   Processing is the premier magazine providing job-help information to technical and 
management personnel in petroleum refining, gas processing, petrochemical/chemical and 
engineer/constructor companies throughout the world—since 1922. 

Hydroplus 
(French language) 

 

Hydroplus Created in 1990, this monthly magazine is the essential reference on France's water sector. 
The magazine is supported by a team of journalists specialized in collaborating with professionals. In 
France, "Hydroplus" occupies an exclusive niche in the specialist publications, as it is the sole monthly 
magazine exclusively dealing with the entire water sector. This coherent editorial is   centered on current 
technological and economic markets, targeting the group of water professionals who look for concrete 
solutions. Strongest key points are reliability of technical information, reactions on current news in the 
water sector, quality of contributions by recognized experts. 

IET Electric Power Application IET Electric Power Applications publishes papers of a high technical standard with a suitable balance of 
practice and theory. The scope covers a wide range of applications and apparatus in the power field. In 
addition to papers from those involved in the design and development of electrical equipment , papers 
relying on analysis are also sought, provided that the arguments are conveyed  succinctly and the 
conclusions are clear. 
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Publication Description 
IET Electrical Systems in Transportation IET Electrical Systems in Transportation covers electrical power systems in modern transport applications 

including generation, storage, distribution and utilization. 

IET Generation, Transmission & 
Distribution 

IET Generation, Transmission & Distribution is intended as a forum for the publication and discussion of 
current practice and future developments in the electric power generation, transmission and distribution. 
Practical papers that provide examples of good present practice can be described and disseminated are 
particularly sought. 

 IET Power Electronics  IET Power Electronics covers applications of power semiconductor technology, circuits, devices, 
techniques and performance management. 

IET Renewable Power Generation IET Renewable Power Generation provides information on research and development in wind, solar, fuel 
cell, biomass oceanic, geothermal and micro-combined heat and power technologies. It also includes 
articles on renewable energy technology, power generation and systems integration. 

India Energy News India Energy News covers all aspects of the energy markets in India. 'Energy News India' discusses the 
energy scene in the country with respect to use of different energy sources, plans and programs for 
development of renewable energy and statistical data on imports and consumption. It also reports and 
analyzes Indian Government's energy policy, the activities of government regulatory bodies and 
developments in energy legislation, research, science and technology. 

Indian Oil and Gas News Each week it delivers the latest national oil and gas news; analysis of issues and events; practical 
technology for design, operation and maintenance; and important statistics on international markets and 
activity. The Oil & Gas news is designed to meet the needs of engineers, oil management and executives 
throughout the oil and gas industry. 

Inside F.E.R.C.'s Gas Market Report Inside F.E.R.C.'s Gas market Report is the premier independent source of the gas prices at all key pricing 
points. The newsletter was established in January 1985 and is a sister publication to Inside 
F.E.R.C. (the INFERC file). Reporting on the natural gas industry, the newsletter covers buyers and sellers 
as they strive to keep ahead of an increasing number of variables, e.g., competitive bidding, floating 
contract rates, shifting policies and alternative fuels. Regular features include reports on bid offerings and 
requests for proposal (RFP) by buyers, details on available transportation capacity and pipeline 
discounting practices, market commentaries, price comparisons for gas and residual fuel oil and other 
related data on alternative fuel competition. 

International Journal of Energy Sector 
Management 

The International Journal of Energy Sector Management aims to facilitate dissemination of research on 
issues relating to supply management, demand and usage management, waste management, customer 
and other stakeholder management, and solutions thereto. The journal covers all forms of energy (non-
renewable and renewable), forms of supply (centralized or decentralized), ownership patterns (public or 
private, cooperative, joint, or any other), market structures (formal, informal, integrated, disintegrated, 
national, international, local, etc.) and degrees of commoditization (e.g. internationally traded, regionally 
traded, non-traded, etc.). 

International Journal of Photoenergy 
 

International Journal of Photoenergy offers original research articles as well as review articles in all areas 
of photoenergy. The journal consolidates research activities in photochemistry and solar energy 
utilization into a single and unique forume. It covers the following topics and applications: photocatalysis; 
photostability and toxicity of drugs and UV-photoprotection; solar energy artificial light harvesting 
systems; photomedicine photo nanosystems; nano tools for solar energy and photochemistry; solar 
chemistry; photochromism; organic light-emitting diodes; PV systems; nano structured solar cells. 

International Oil Daily 
 
International Oil Daily provides quick, accurate, and insightful coverage of the latest developments  in the 
oil and gas business. International Oil Daily extends Oil Daily's 50-year tradition of strong and immediate 
coverage beyond the Americas to Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Russia and the Caspian region. Coverage 
ranges from the drill bit to the gasoline pump, and includes worldwide upstream and downstream 
developments, assessments of key market trends and prices, news on mergers and acquisitions, and 
political changes that affect the business. International Oil Daily is ideal for any energy executive seeking 
to keep abreast of developments in this fast-moving industry. 
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Publication Description 
International Resource News International Resource News is updated throughout the day and provides timely, concise news stories on 

international events. Includes information on manufacturers, component suppliers and new technologies. 

Jet Fuel Intelligence Jet Fuel Intelligence (JFI) is an authoritative weekly newsletter devoted to insightful coverage and analysis 
of all aspects of the global aviation fuel business. JFI identifies, clarifies and analyzes the latest market-
moving events, fuel facility developments, and trends that have a significant impact on the aviation fuel 
business. It is the only source for global airport-by-airport jet fuel pricing, and coverage of spot cargo 
markets and swaps. 

 Kazakhstan Oil & Gas Weekly 
 

Kazakhstan Oil & Gas Weekly covers the Kazak oil and gas industries. 

MarketLine Energy & Utilities Newswire MarketLine Energy & Utilities Newswire is an expert opinion and analysis service that briefs investors and 
professionals on the implications of topical business issues and events in the sector. All articles are 
written by MarketLine analysts, whose specialist knowledge provides the reader with in-depth analysis of 
market dynamics and company strategies. 

Minerals & Metallurgical Processing Gives researchers and operations personnel the latest information on the processing of coal, industrial 
minerals, gold, aluminum, iron, zinc, lead, rare earths and other minerals. 

Mining Engineering A monthly journal dealing with the issues, developments, and technologies that impact mining 
(underground, surface, and solution), exploration, operations, the processing of metals, health and 
safety, and the environment. 

Modern Power Systems Modern Power Systems Modern Power Systems is the leading monthly technology magazine for the 
power supply industry with an international circulation of 12,067 copies (BPA audit). Its editorial features 
news updates and technical articles on the latest developments and project applications in the power 
generation, transmission and distribution field worldwide. The magazine is read by management and 
senior executives in public and private power utilities, government energy planning departments, 
consulting engineers and industrial power producers throughout the world. 

Modern Power Systems - Asia and Pacific 
Stories 

Modern Power Systems Modern Power Systems is the leading monthly technology magazine for the 
power supply industry with an international circulation of 12,067 copies (BPA audit). Its editorial features 
news updates and technical articles on the latest developments and project applications in the power 
generation, transmission and distribution field worldwide. The magazine is read by management and 
senior executives in public and private power utilities, government energy planning departments, 
consulting engineers and industrial power producers throughout the world. 

Modern Power Systems - Middle East 
and Africa Stories 

Modern Power Systems is the leading monthly technology magazine for the power supply industry with 
an international circulation of 12,067 copies (BPA audit). Its editorial features news updates and technical 
articles on the latest developments and project applications in the power generation, transmission and 
distribution field worldwide. The magazine is read by management and senior executives in public and 
private power utilities, government energy planning departments, consulting engineers and industrial 
power producers throughout the world. 

Modern Power Systems - North and 
South America 
 

Modern Power Systems is the leading monthly technology magazine for the power supply industry with 
an international circulation of 12,067 copies (BPA audit). Its editorial features news updates and technical 
articles on the latest developments and project applications in the power generation, transmission and 
distribution field worldwide. The magazine is read by management and senior executives in public and 
private power utilities, government energy planning departments, consulting engineers and industrial 
power producers throughout the world 

Monthly Energy Review Monthly Energy Review provides data on production, consumption, stocks, imports, exports, and prices 
of principal energy commodities in the United States. 
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Publication Description 
National Petroleum News Articles from National Petroleum News, a trade magazine for petroleum product wholesalers and 

retailers, automobile service station and convenience store operators, cover petroleum product 
marketing, industry news, companies, law and legislation, management and taxation. Selected full-text 
articles from this publication are provided by Information Access Company. 

Natural Gas Week Natural Gas Week coverage of the North American gas sector is aimed at a broad spectrum. 
Whether you're a producer, pipeline, local distribution company, marketer or end-user, NGW will 
keep you well-informed on every aspect of the North American natural gas scene. For the past 15 
years, NGW has been providing readers with data and information that have helped them stay on 
top of developments and take full advantage of new commercial opportunities. 

Nefte Compass Nefte Compass is the one-stop site for those looking behind the scenes of the oil and gas industry in 
the former Soviet Union and Central and Eastern Europe. Nefte Compass is the single most reliable 
independent and authoritative source of information on oil and gas in the area, setting the highest 
standards for news breaking and informed analysis. 

News of the energy companies of the 
CIS countries 

Everything about events in the energy industry of the CIS-countries during the day. The 
informational pack of about 30-40 news in Russian depicts everything that has happened at the fuel 
and energy companies of the CIS-countries for the last 24 hours. We get information from press- 
services of companies, 21 information agencies and open sources in the Internet. 

 
Nuclear Energy News The Nuclear Energy News group file contains cover-to-cover news sources where more than 60% of the 

stories from the sources pertain to the nuclear energy industry and selected nuclear energy industry 
stories from other news sources. 

Nuclear Engineering 
International 

Nuclear Engineering International Nuclear Engineering International, established in 1956, has an 
international circulation of 2,417 copies (ABC audit). This monthly magazine features in-depth and 
timely coverage of key technical and commercial industry issues, detailed profiles of world-wide 
nuclear programs and country surveys and reviews reporting on significant developments in the 
international nuclear industry. 

  Nuclear Engineering International - Asia 
and Pacific Rim Stories 

Nuclear Engineering International Nuclear Engineering International, established in 1956, has an 
international circulation of 2,417 copies (ABC audit). This monthly magazine features in-depth and 
timely coverage of key technical and commercial industry issues, detailed profiles of world-wide 
nuclear programs and country surveys and reviews reporting on significant developments in the 
international nuclear industry. 

  Nuclear Engineering International - 
Middle East and Africa Stories 

Nuclear Engineering International Nuclear Engineering International, established in 1956, has an 
international circulation of 2,417 copies (ABC audit). This monthly magazine features in-depth and 
timely coverage of key technical and commercial industry issues, detailed profiles of world-wide 
nuclear programs and Country surveys and reviews reporting on significant developments in the 
international nuclear industry.  

Nuclear Engineering International - 
North and South America Stories 

Nuclear Engineering International Nuclear Engineering International, established in 1956, has an 
international circulation of 2,417 copies (ABC audit). This monthly magazine features in-depth and 
timely coverage of key technical and commercial industry issues, detailed profiles of world-wide nuclear 
programs and Country surveys and reviews reporting on significant developments in the international 
nuclear industry. 

Nuclear News Nuclear News is a leading monthly magazine in the field of nuclear energy, published by the 
American Nuclear Society since 1959. It deals with the application and impact of nuclear power 
as well as the latest foreign and domestic developments in this field. Articles range from semi-
technical to brief news items. Coverage includes major developments in the application of 
nuclear energy, interviews with influential leaders in Washington and elsewhere, extensive 
reports on important meetings and international news. Also included is the World List of 
Nuclear Power Plants which is revised and updated for the February and August issues. 
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Publication Description 
Nuclear News - Biographical Stories Nuclear News is a leading monthly magazine in the field of nuclear energy, published by the American 

Nuclear Society since 1959. It deals with the application and impact of nuclear power as well as the 
latest foreign and domestic developments in this field. Articles range from semi-technical to brief news 
items. Coverage includes major developments in the application of nuclear energy, interviews with 
influential leaders in Washington and elsewhere, extensive reports on important meetings and 
international news. Also included is the World List of Nuclear Power Plants which is revised and 
updated for the February and August issues. 

Nuclear Plant Journal Nuclear Plant Journal contains technical papers and articles aimed at developing better methods, 
systems, products, and services in the nuclear power industry. 

Oil & Gas Journal 
 

The Oil & Gas Journal is an authoritative source on the U.S. petroleum industry. It is edited for 
senior and middle management, engineering and supervisory personnel of operating oil companies. 
Industry coverage includes exploration, drilling, production, pipeline, transportation, refining, 
processing and marketing. Most issues include broad coverage of industry news and statistics 
combined with detailed technical articles. A number of special issues are published during the year 
that provide in-depth coverage of a specific segment of the industry. Topics include the Annual 
Petrochemical Report, Geophysical Report, Offshore Construction, Microcomputer Report, and the 
Worldwide Report, which provides information on worldwide oil and gas production, reserves and 
refineries. 

Oil & Gas Journal - Biographical Stories The Oil & Gas Journal is an authoritative source on the U.S. petroleum industry. It is edited for senior 
and middle management, engineering and supervisory personnel of operating oil companies. Industry 
coverage includes exploration, drilling, production, pipeline, transportation, refining, processing and 
marketing. Most issues include broad coverage of industry news and statistics combined with detailed 
technical articles. A number of special issues are published during the year that provide in-depth 
coverage of a specific segment of the industry. Topics include the Annual Petrochemical Report, 
Geophysical Report, Offshore Construction, Microcomputer Report, and the Worldwide Report, which 
provides information on worldwide oil and gas production, reserves and refineries. 

Oil & Gas Journal - Dutch Stories The Oil & Gas Journal is an authoritative source on the U.S. petroleum industry. It is edited for senior 
and middle management, engineering and supervisory personnel of operating oil companies. Industry 
coverage includes exploration, drilling, production, pipeline, transportation, refining, processing and 
marketing. Most issues include broad coverage of industry news and statistics combined with detailed 
technical articles. A number of special issues are published during the year that provide in-depth 
coverage of a specific segment of the industry. Topics include the Annual Petrochemical Report, 
Geophysical Report, Offshore Construction, Microcomputer Report, and the Worldwide Report, which 
provides information on worldwide oil and gas production, reserves and refineries. 

 
  Oil & Gas Journal - Market and Industry 

Stories  
The Oil & Gas Journal is an authoritative source on the U.S. petroleum industry. It is edited for senior 
and middle management, engineering and supervisory personnel of operating oil companies. 
Industry coverage includes exploration, drilling, production, pipeline, transportation, refining, 
processing and marketing. Most issues include broad coverage of industry news and statistics 
combined with detailed technical articles. A number of special issues are published during the year 
that provide in-depth coverage of a specific segment of the industry. Topics include the Annual 
Petrochemical Report, Geophysical Report, Offshore Construction, Microcomputer Report, and the 
Worldwide Report, which provides information on worldwide oil and gas production, reserves and 
refineries. 

Oil & Gas News 
 
 
 

 

Oil & Gas News (OGN), the only weekly journal covering the Middle East, Asia and the Pacific Rim since 
1988. Oil & Gas News continues to provide a unique and authoritative news and information service to 
individuals and organizations with a serious interest in all aspects of oil, gas and related industries. 
Each week OGN carries news stories covering exploration, production, refining and petrochemicals as 
well as specialist country reports and extensive reviews of major national oil companies. New products 
and processes for the industry are highlighted on a regular basis from Tokyo to Ras Tanura, from Kuala 
Lumpur to Kuwait. 
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Publication Description 
Oil Daily Oil Daily is unique in providing quick, complete and insightful coverage of the latest developments in 

the oil business. Focusing on the North and Latin America oil and gas industries, Oil Daily also gives its 
readers global coverage of worldwide upstream and downstream developments, market trends, 
business deals, and regulatory and legislative changes that are altering the landscape of the petroleum 
industry. 

Oil Industry News Stories The Oil Industry News group file contains cover-to-cover news sources where more than 60% of the 
stories from the sources pertain to the oil industry and selected oil industry stories from other news 
sources. 

 Oil Market Intelligence Oil Market Intelligence provides you with the most complete, accurate, and interlocking assessment 
of supply, demand, and inventory data available anywhere from a private source. Every month, it 
analyzes data against the backdrop of price movements and relationships in crude oil and products in 
the main markets of Asia, Europe, and North America -- pulling this information together to give you a 
uniquely sophisticated and timely analysis of oil market behavior, trends, and outlook. 

Oil Market Report International Energy Agency’s Oil Market Report has become the definite source for information 
on the world oil market fundamentals, covering supply, demand, OECD stocks, prices and OECD 
and selected non-OECD trade. The OMR provides the most extensive, up-to-date statistical data 
available on current world oil market trends. It is the finest and exclusive source to present 
official government statistics from all OECD countries and data from non-OECD countries. The 
main market movements of the month are highlighted in a convenient summary, while detailed 
analysis explains recent market developments and provides an insight into the months ahead. It 
is the only regular short-term analysis of the oil industry based on information obtained from 
the IEA’s extensive network of contacts with governments and industry. 

Petroleum Accounting and Financial 
Management Journal 

The Petroleum Accounting and Financial Management Journal is published three times per year and 
targets a readership of petroleum and financial professionals at the mid- to high-management levels. 
As the petroleum industry of today is a global industry, today's Journal reflects this with an increased 
coverage of international issues and a larger number of international contributors among its authors. 
The Journal endeavors to balance the coverage of both international and domestic issues confronting 
the oil and gas industry, as well as an appropriate mix of articles from both academic and industry 
professionals. 

Petroleum  Economist 
 

Petroleum Economist magazine is published monthly. It covers all aspects of the energy industry from 
oil, gas and coal to renewables and other forms of sustainable energy as well as providing subscribers 
with copies of Petroleum Economist renowned energy maps as they are published. The magazine is 
well known for its in-depth country reports and detailed analysis of macroeconomic and geo-political 
events related to the energy industry. It is read by senior executives, policy makers and their advisors. 

Petroleum Intelligence Weekly Petroleum Intelligence Weekly (PIW) is the one publication a busy executive needs in order to 
gain a quick and accurate understanding of what is happening in petroleum around the world. 
It explains why events are important, and how changing trends are likely to affect an 
executive's organization, whether that be in the industry itself, in government, or in finance. 

Pipeline & Gas Journal Pipeline & Gas Journal covers energy pipeline construction, operations and maintenance, and natural 
gas transportation and distribution. 

Platt’s Coal Trader Essential information for traders, risk managers, analysts and other professionals who need unbiased 
information for short- and long-term action and analysis. This publication provides Platts OTC Broker 
Index, including CAPP barge; CAPP rail (CSX); PRB 8,800; and PRB 8,400. In addition, Platts daily 
assessments for US thermal coal exports, including FOB US East Coast, FOB USGC Eastern Coal, FOB 
USGC Western Coal, and FOB Canada/USWC. These price assessments and the included market 
intelligence on U.S. coal markets provide intelligence on who is buying, who is selling, and where the 
markets are heading. 
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Publication Description 
Platt’s Coal Trader International Essential information for business executives, traders, risk managers and other mining and energy 

professionals. This is a market-focused newsletter providing information on price movements in 
Europe, South Africa, Australia and Asia. Prices, indexes, assessments and other price information 
published herein are based on material collected from actual market participants. 

 Platt’s Energy Economist Energy Economist is a unique monthly newsletter providing an overview of world energy news 
and forecasts. Rather than inundating you with tables of statistics and data, it concentrates on 
punchy features covering the different energy markets across the world. Each issue includes 
Energy Economist Briefing, a supplement providing an in-depth analysis of key issues affecting 
the energy market. 

Platt’s Energy Trader Platt’s Energy Trader is the premier daily publication for readers who need a comprehensive yet easy- 
to-use package of news and price information for both gas and electricity markets in North America. In 
addition to complete news coverage of stories that matter to gas and electricity markets, Energy Trader 
provides a wide range of price information for both markets. It provides daily spot gas prices for 101 
locations and daily electricity indexes for 30 locations. Energy Trader also includes daily assessments of 
the forward power market, prices for near-term forward electricity markets, spark spreads, unit outage 
tables by region, and unique national indicators for daily gas and electricity prices. It also features 
market commentary on the daily and forward electricity markets, daily gas markets,  and NYMEX gas 
futures. 

Platt’s European Gas Daily Platt’s European Gas Daily is a newsletter delivering competitive intelligence across the European gas 
marketplace. It provides critical price changes and their effects on the industry, accurate price 
assessments, the latest corporate, regulatory and  commercial news, and  comprehensive market 
commentary across Europe. 

Platt’s European Power Daily Platt’s European Power Daily is a newsletter delivering comprehensive news and pricing information 
and providing daily updates on new policies, projects, power deals, acquisitions, generation 
fundamentals, wholesale price drivers, regulatory decisions, and evolving trading markets in Europe. 

Platt’s Inside F.E.R.C. In-depth reporting of the activities of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is the specialty 
of Inside F.E.R.C., a weekly newsletter from McGraw-Hill, Inc. Although they concentrate on FERC, the 
newsletter's Washington-based editorial staffers also report on legislative developments affecting FERC 
issues, and the hearings and decisions of other relevant federal or state agencies. The newsletter does 
significant reporting, including interviews with the heads of energy committees and subcommittees in 
Congress. The newsletter also comments on FERC decisions regarding gas or pipeline rates or utility 
rates of return that have direct impact on the bottom line of major corporations. Platts Inside F.E.R.C. 
provides coverage of the development of energy futures trading on commodity exchanges and 
speculation over the possibility of trading in gas futures. International coverage includes extensive 
reporting on Canadian gas pricing, U.S. negotiations on supply of gas from Mexico and FERC decisions 
that affect the import of LNG (liquid natural gas) from such suppliers as Algeria or Indonesia. 

Platt’s Inside N.R.C. Platt’s Inside N.R.C. provides highly specialized reporting of the regulation of commercial nuclear 
power and the political or technical issues and trends affecting nuclear power regulation. Coverage 
focuses on the federal government's Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) but extends to state and 
local government involvement, intervenor actions, significant international developments and the 
activities of anti-nuclear activists. Litigation engendered by events in the nuclear power industry is 
followed closely by this bi-weekly newsletter. The major thrust of the NRC's regulatory and research 
effort is focused on the use of nuclear energy to generate electric power. The publication keeps  tabs 
on the NRC's procurement activity, much of it involved with research needed to allow the 
commission to perform its regulatory functions. 

PLATTS INTERNATIONAL GAS REPORT 
  

Platt’s International Gas Report is the leading source of quality intelligence on the international gas and 
gas liquids industry, providing readers with the latest industry developments on a bi-monthly basis. 
International Gas Report covers everything from exploration and production, to transmission, power 
demand, market forecasts and company news. 
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Publication Description 
Platt’s LNG Daily Platt’s LNG Daily is an independent news publication for the global LNG industry providing 

information on the global market from new LNG supply projects to gas quality issues. It delivers 
expert and respected benchmark price assessments for the global LNG market. 

  
Platts NuclearFuel Nuclear Fuel provides detailed worldwide coverage of the nuclear fuel cycle as part of the 

commercial application of nuclear power. While geared mainly toward buyers and sellers of nuclear 
fuel, the subject matter in the newsletter also includes information on countries and companies 
involved in the nuclear industry. Nuclear Fuel reports on long-term trends in uranium supply and 
pricing including studies and forecasts by government agencies or industry experts. Coverage also 
includes news of uranium exploration, mining, milling, enrichment and fuel fabrication, financing, 
reprocessing, plutonium, storage, transport and disposal. Foreign policy or national defense 
implications of nuclear fuel developments are also covered. 

Platts NuclearFuel - Dutch Stories Nuclear Fuel provides detailed worldwide coverage of the nuclear fuel cycle as part of the 
commercial application of nuclear power. While geared mainly toward buyers and sellers of 
nuclear fuel, the subject matter in the newsletter also includes information on countries and 
companies involved in the nuclear industry. Nuclear Fuel reports on long-term trends in uranium 
supply and pricing including studies and forecasts by government agencies or industry experts. 
Coverage also includes news of uranium exploration, mining, milling, enrichment and fuel 
fabrication, financing, reprocessing, plutonium, storage, transport and disposal. Foreign policy   
or national defense implications of nuclear fuel developments are also covered. 

Platt’s Oilgram News Since 1934, Platt's Oilgram News has been an authoritative daily newsletter edited specifically for 
senior corporate executives, government officials and financial analysts in the oil and gas industry. 
The newsletter concentrates on factual reporting of world petroleum politics, crude oil supplies 
and availability, oil exploration and U.S. and foreign regulation of the oil industry. Oilgram News 
is organized into several broad areas including international, national and financial news. 
International coverage includes OPEC and International Energy Agency (IEA) meetings, decisions 
and policies, trade agreements, price fluctuations, joint ventures with foreign governments and 
corporations, and explorations, production and expansion around the world. A key international 
item is the monthly report on Free World Crude Output. 

Platt’s Oilgram Price Report  Platt's Oilgram Price Report covers the daily fluctuation of price and supply in the world's oil and gas 
markets. International marketing information, both spot and contract, receives the greatest emphasis. 
The Report covers crude oil and petroleum products markets, supply and demand  trends worldwide, 
petroleum futures trading, and price postings in many locations worldwide for a wide range of 
petroleum products. A large quantity of data is presented in tabular form allowing for easy reference. 
Summaries of news items which affect the oil and gas industry are also reported. Political shifts of 
opinion in OPEC are closely analyzed in order to monitor the impact on world oil and gas prices. 

Platt’s Power in Europe Power in Europe is widely recognized as the best intelligence source for executives in the electricity 
business. It provides incisive comment and analysis on the policies and projects that shape the 
European electricity market. Tracking both national and international developments, Power in Europe 
can be relied upon to include only the kind of information that is of practical use for your business. 

Power Economics- Middle East and 
Africa Stories 

Power Economics is the news business  journal for the international power market, and  has an 
international circulation of 10,000. Published monthly, the editorial content includes news and 
comment on developing trends in power project finance, risk assessment and electricity 
trading, analysis of government policy and regulation issues, major project reports and 
geographical area surveys. 

Power Watch India Power Watch India is a business and trade magazine for the energy industry. It covers the entire value 
chain of a new project/venture; and exclusive interviews with senior pow sector professionals. 
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Publication Description 
Power Finance & Risk Power Finance & Risk provides comprehensive in-depth coverage of corporate finance, M&A and 

risk management activity in the power industry. PFR is the only industry publication offering timely 
intelligence, insight and analysis of corporate finance and restructuring, mergers and acquisitions, 
power marketing and risk management trends, generation asset sales and purchases, and 
worldwide regulatory news. 

Propane  Canada Propane Canada is edited for the Canadian LP Gas industry and devotes its entire energies to the 
promotion and well-being of this segment of the oil and gas marketplace. 

Public Utilities Fortnightly The Public Utilities Fortnightly presents information and views on major policy issues affecting 
utilities. The magazine is authored by experts in the public utilities field, and contains articles by 
outstanding and informed utility professionals, regulators and legislators, discussing current 
problems and exploring trends within the utilities industry. 

Public Utility News Stories The Public Utility News group file contains cover-to-cover news sources where more than 60% of 
the stories from the sources pertain to the public utility industry and selected utility stories from 
other news sources. 

RDS Business and Management Practices 
- Selected Energy Documents 

Business and Management Practices - Selected Documents file focuses on management issues and 
business practices. Presently covering over 250 management sources and selected records from over 100 
business & insurance sources. BaMP focuses on how companies and managers make decisions, tackle 
implementation of new technology or new techniques, plan for the future, deal with internal and external 
issues or expand their business. Business methodology is covered with special emphasis on case studies 
and practical applications including guidelines. BaMP covers the how and why of business. 

Recyclage Récupération - Hebdo Founded in 1909, this magazine is published by Les Editions Montmartre which was absorbed by the 
Victoires-Editions group in 2005. A new format was launched in November 2005, the economic and 
technical magazine on recycling and recovery : "Recyclage Récupération", including weekly and 
monthly issues. In the heart of this magazine are courses of various enriched salvaged materials and 
progressively, the newcomers: WEEE, VHU - Energy prices will soon be included regularly. Covering the 
markets, economic situation, economic trends and the business techniques of recovery and recycling- 
"Recyclage Récupération - Hebdo" sticks to the current news with the growth in the world demand for 
waste material exchange, major exports, waste cycles and the new European regulations. 

Renewable Energy Law and Policy Renewable Energy Law and Policy Review provide reports on the dynamic and quickly changing 
developments taking place in Europe and around the world in the renewable energy sector, 
from bio- energy, solar and wind power to developing technologies like fuel cells and nuclear 
fusion. 

Russia & CIS Energy Daily Russia & CIS Energy Daily is a bulletin on the most significant events in the ex-USSR fuel and energy 
industries, covering the implementation progress of the major oil and gas projects. The report includes 
major statistics on oil and gas production and exports, petroleum product output and sales plus expert 
commentaries on the world oil markets. 

Russia & CIS Energy Newswire Russia & CIS Energy Newswire covers all major events in the Russian and CIS fuel and energy 
industries, and providing statistics on oil and petroleum products, exports and sales, as well as oil price 
movements analysis. 

Russia & CIS Energy Newswire - Most 
Recent 2 Weeks 

Russia & CIS Energy Newswire covers all major events in the Russian and CIS fuel and energy industries, 
and providing statistics on oil and petroleum products, exports and sales, as well as oil price movements 
analysis. 

Russia & CIS Oil and Gas Weekly Russia & CIS Oil and Gas Weekly highlights the most important events in the oil and gas sectors in 
Russia and the former Soviet republics and provides experts’ comments as well as reference 
information. It also includes basic statistics on the region’s oil and gas industries. 
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Publication Description 

Russian Electrical Energy Industry 
(Russian language) 

The information bulletin that is offered contains solely unborrowed events in the electrical energy 
industry in Russian Federation and abroad. The materials of the news bulletin are structured according to 
topic chapters. Periodicity of the information bulletin is to be agreed upon with the customer and is 
flexible, from daily to monthly issues. The four times in month periodicity of branch news issue for 
heating supply is highly recommended. The total number of original publications included into one 
information bulletin for the electrical power industry is, as an average, 250 items.  

Russian Natural Gas Industry 
(Russian language) 

The information bulletin that is offered contains solely unborrowed events in the natural-gas 
industry in Russian Federation. The daily periodicity of branch news issue for heat-and-power 
engineering industry is highly recommended The total number of original publications included into 
one information bulletin for the natural gas industry is, as an average, 50. 

Russian Oil Refining Industry 
(Russian language) 

 
  

The information bulletin that is offered contains solely unborrowed events in the oil refining 
industry in Russian Federation and abroad. The materials of the news bulletin are structured 
according to topic chapters. Periodicity of the information bulletin is to be agreed upon with the 
customer and is flexible, from daily to monthly issues. The daily periodicity of branch news issue 
for heat-and-power engineering industry is highly recommended. The total number of original 
publications included into one information bulletin for the oil refining industry is, as an average, 
60 items. 

Science and Technology of Nuclear 
Installations 

Science and Technology of Nuclear Installations offers information on issues related to the nuclear 
industry and nuclear sciences and technologies. It also covers industrial applications of nuclear 
technology and related disciplines, i.e. from mining to waste and incineration. It discusses the 
design, operation and decommissioning of power plants, research reactors and special purpose 
reactors including sub-critical facilities, as well as the industrial use of radioisotopes. Papers focus 
on key aspects of industrial applications, including quality assurance, liability, safeguards, 
international cooperation, as well as training and management issues. Results of experiments that 
are relevant for nuclear reactor safety and design are also of interest. 

SeeNews  Renewables 
 

SeeNews Renewables is a global news service tailored to provide high-quality comprehensive coverage 
of business news for the renewable-energy industry and related sectors. SeeNews Renewables focuses 
on the main renewable energy sources wind, sun, water, biomass and geothermal energy. The new 
service caters for energy companies, suppliers of components and sub-assemblies for wind turbines, 
manufacturers of turbines, developers, utilities and engineering firms, hydroelectric power plants 
(HPPs), tidal energy conversion plants, suppliers of processing technologies and equipment, logistics and 
distribution players, manufacturers of energy systems. 

SNL Canada Energy Week SNL Energy breaks new ground with Power Week Canada, becoming the first energy publisher to offer a 
weekly report on the dynamic Canadian power market. We've even set up shop in Ottawa and have hired 
a veteran staff of Canadian power journalists to dig into the Canadian markets. 
Power Week Canada covers the involvement of Canadian utilities in RTO 

SNL Daily Coal Report SNL Daily Coal Report is aimed at coal industry professionals who can’t wait for a weekly 
update on their red-hot market, and prefer daily information in a familiar newsletter format. 
Participants in the OTC markets for coal and emissions credits who demand fast and accurate 
information will make this newsletter a vital part of their daily routine. 
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Publication Description 
SNL Daily Gas Report SNL's coverage of state and federal policy goes beyond the PUCs and FERC. SNL delves into other 

agencies, state houses and Capitol Hill. We dig into issues that affect all local distribution -- investor- 
owned, public and cooperative -- and cover all aspects of interstates and intrastate transportation from 
new projects, financing and MLPs to tariffs, capacity markets and supply constraints. We also cover 
storage, trading, hedging, forecasts and everything that affects the price of gas. LNG is hotter than ever 
and we track all projects and the markets that will be served by them. And our coverage of production 
goes deep into the regional markets with a focus on new wells, including the unconventional variety.
  

SNL Electric Transmission Week The North American power grid affects every segment of the electric power business. It’s already 
taxed and rapidly aging. How will it be managed, operated and improved? Who will pay for it? 
Transmission is often the most complicated aspect of power designs, plans and transactions. 

SNL Electric Utility Report The North American power grid affects every segment of the electric power business. It's already 
taxed and rapidly aging. How will it be managed, operated and improved? Who will pay for it? 
Transmission  is often the most complicated aspect of power designs, plans and transactions. 

SNL Energy Finance Daily Goes beyond a simple recap of relevant news from the prior day. SNL's team of writers probes 
deeper - in filings, at investor conferences, in discussions with executives and analysts - for 
exclusive, market- moving information. 

SNL Energy M&AReview Provides comprehensive coverage of significant deals in the power and natural gas sectors, including 
company financials, selected comparable transactions and key implied values. Each monthly issue draws 
from the extensive SEC and regulatory information in SNL's databases to provide you with up-to- date 
analysis. Learn the rationale and implications behind every transaction, as well as financial and legal-
adviser ratings. 

SNL FERC Gas Report Covers all key developments and proceedings at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for the 
gas industry. Unlike any other FERC-focused publication, the FERC Gas Report is a news and document 
service, providing Web links to key FERC documents referenced in articles. 

SNL Gas Week Focuses on local distribution companies and all relevant issues inside the city gate or LDC 
territories. Along with extensive news, analysis and feature articles, every issue includes 3 -4  
pages of market data. If it affects local gas distributors, pipelines and producers - inside or 
outside the city gate - you'll find it every week in Gas Utility Week - where all gas is local. 

SNL Generation Markets Week Each weekly issue provides coverage of: 1. New projects 2. Financing issues 3. Siting 4. Permitting 5. 
Supply projections 6. Regional market forecasts 7. Unit-level generator profiles 8. Market indicators As 
the industry sharpens its focus on the importance of asset optimization, portfolio management and risk 
mitigation strategies, companies with access to the highest quality generation market data will have the 
competitive advantage. 

SNL Power Policy Week The FERC Power Report, formerly the Foster Electric Report, covers regulatory activity before FERC and 
other federal agencies, Congress and the courts, as well as precedent-setting regional and local 
developments affecting the power industry. The FERC Power Report provides in-depth analysis, detailed 
descriptions and extensive background information on all key developments at the FERC. 
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Publication Description 

SNL Renewable Energy Weekly  Devoted to the emerging renewable energy market in North America. Unlike any other renewables 
publication now available, Renewable Energy Week focuses solely on North America and provides 
feature articles and analysis of wind, hydro and biomass fuel. The most promising future opportunities 
in the energy market will come from the renewables sector. 

SweetCrude Reports Web News Source SweetCrude Reports offers a concise, in-depth and up-to-date review of the Nigerian 
energy industry. Based in Lagos, Nigeria. 

The Electricity Daily This publication provides analysis for the issues effecting the electric power industry. It is written by 
US regulators, academics, economists and industry executives. 

The Electricity Journal The Electricity Journal is America's leading publication covering the electric power industry. It 
provides analysis of the issues affecting the rapidly changing electric power industry. The Electricity 
Journal is written by U.S. regulators, academics, economists, and industry executives. 

  The Foster Report – Canada The Foster Natural Gas Report focuses on regulatory and governmental problems affecting the domestic 
natural gas industry and public utility companies, including gas exploration, pipeline transport, gas prices, 
rate structures, consumption statistics, deregulation, legislation and congressional hearings. The activities 
of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) are also covered extensively.  The newsletter 
summarizes responses to FERC's notices of inquiry, and the results of state regulatory commission public 
hearings and rulings.  The newsletter includes tables summarizing statistics for the industry.  Political, 
regulatory and industry leaders as well as companies and corporations in the industry are also covered. 

Transmission & Distribution World Transmission & Distribution World is edited for engineers and operating professionals in the 
electric power industry. Feature articles are written primarily by technical editors and industry 
professionals in the user and manufacturer groups. Survey reports by the editors deal with industry 
practices and trends in specific areas. Yearly editorial content includes feature articles on electrical 
transmission & distribution, substations, construction, operation and maintenance, automation, 
and other articles pertinent to the electric power industry. Non-feature editorial covers new 
product reviews and industry news. 

Trend Oil & Gas - Azerbaijan Information overview on the oil and gas markets in Azerbaijan and other Caspian Sea countries, the 
Caucasus and Central Asia. Includes daily prices for Azeri Oil, news of SOCAR, weekly review of 
Azerbaijani Oil Prices, daily schedule of Iranian ports, and so much more. 

UPI Energy UPI Energy covers alternative energy products (bio-fuels and renewables and clean coal) with 
strong focus on the surging development in UK and Europe of alternative energy resources, 
including nuclear, wind and tidal. It also features regular analyses on expanding energy resources 
in Russia, Caucasus and Central Asia, and the rivalry for energy resources in the new Asian markets. 
UPI Energy contains daily briefs and a digest of the US and international energy markets in fossil 
fuels, energy policy, pipeline and shipping and supply issues, and also major pollution issues. It also 
includes the Energy Watch column, with its steady look at the under-reported sectors like 
Australasian and West African offshore developments. 

Utilities Monitor Worldwide Utilities Monitor Worldwide is a subscription based publication covering utilities news and 
developments from worldwide jurisdictions. Utilities Monitor Worldwide covers hot topics and 
important political and business developments concerning utilities, focused on electricity and gas, 
multi-utilities and water. 

UtilityWeek Utility Week will bring you the latest news on regulation, mergers and acquisitions, people, customer 
service, finance and legislation, plus exclusive interviews, profiles and in-depth features on key issues. 
And with news and feature sections dedicated to European issues, the still growing influence of the 
Continental utility giants on the UK market is covered in full. Authoritative, impartial and essential 
reading for senior people within utilities, regulators and government, Utility Week has covered the 
industry for over a decade in which the pace of change has showed no sign of slowing 

Waste News Waste News is the only weekly publication in North America written specifically for decision makers in 
the rapidly changing solid waste industry. The publication covers legislative and regulatory activity, 
market pricing and management issues that are essential to professional who collect, transport, process, 
dispose of and recover solid waste. 
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Publication Description 
Waste360.com Waste Age serve3s private contracting firms, governmental entities, consulting engineers, industrial 

plants, retailing firms, and hospitals, as well as equipment dealers distributors, manufacturers and other 
allied to the field. Waste Age magazine delivers subscribers with purchasing power in every facet of waste 
management. 

Water Power and Dam Construction Water Power and Dam Construction is the only international monthly magazine providing news, 
views and current affairs, a mixture of technical and business articles, serving the needs of this 
world-wide marketplace. With an international circulation of 4,197 (BPA audit), it is a highly 
respected, well established, independent publication offering an unrivalled  information source to its 
readers, power utilities, government departments, consultants, engineers and project managers 
within the hydro/dam  construction markets. 

Water Regulation Alert Water Regulation Alert is a weekly newsletter covering EPA regulation of water quality. 

Wilmington Publications Modern Power Systems is the leading monthly technology magazine for the power supply industry with 
an international circulation of 12,067 copies (BPA audit). Its editorial features news updates and 
technical articles on the latest developments and project applications in the power generation, 
transmission and distribution field worldwide. This monthly magazine features in-depth and timely 
coverage of key technical and commercial industry issues, detailed profiles of world-wide nuclear 
programs and Country surveys and reviews reporting on significant developments in the international 
nuclear industry. Power Economics is the news business journal for the international power market, and 
has an international circulation of 10,000. Published monthly, the editorial content includes news and 
comment on developing trends in power project finance, risk assessment and electricity trading, analysis 
of government policy and regulation issues, major project reports and geographical area surveys. Water 
Power and Dam Construction Water Power and Dam Construction is the only international monthly 
magazine providing news, views and current affairs, a mixture of technical and business articles, serving 
the needs of this world-wide marketplace. 

Windpower Monthly's Magazine Windpower Monthly's Magazine provides news articles from around the world provide a concise yet 
detailed overview of the essential political, industrial, environmental and technical developments in 
the global wind energy arena. National news updates are backed by regular charting of market forces, 
thought-provoking editorials and incisive analyses of business and economic trends. 

World Gas Intelligence World Gas Intelligence analyzes the major developments in the world's natural gas markets. It 
covers the entire gas chain, from wellhead through transmission, marketing and distribution to 
the burner tip for piped gas, and including liquefaction through tankers to import terminals for 
LNG. Indeed it goes beyond, to convergence between the gas and power sectors. WGI takes a 
global perspective on trends in the gas industry and gives readers valuable insights on how the 
business is evolving. 

World Oil World Oil is a monthly magazine delivering in-depth features and articles on drilling, production and 
exploration, as well as economics, management issues and statistical analysis. Contains the full context 
of new operations and procedures, not just an overview. World Oil’s editors are industry trained and 
instinctively cover proven technologies and technical specifics of value to readers. 

Worldwide Energy Worldwide Energy provides news and information on all types of energy sources and applications 
including oil, gas, coal, nuclear, electric, solar and the latest energy alternatives. It covers exploration 
and operation of various energy sources, R&D, and production of energy conservation products and 
processes. 
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